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Please include:

1. An executive summary of the project:

2. A description of the location (City(s), County(s), etc.), proposed service areas, parners
involved and anticipated improvements.
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3. Goals of the project and community need to address including whether the proposed area is
unserved or economically distressed or what the compelling need is, if served.

4. The proposed infrastruture and access improvements planned, including the number of
proposed connected premisees and community anchor institutions, businesses, or other
organizations and the recipients to be served by the project.
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5. The short and long-term investment benefit to the community and service area proposed.


	1: 
	0: Rural homes and farms continue to be overlooked and underserved by broadband because of their inability to offer financially feasible business cases for fiber backbone deployment and associated last mile high speed fixed wireless or fiber to the home services. As more investment is made in rural areas, those left behind find their communities even less capable of supporting a business case for broadband infrastructure due to their declining population density and lack of anchor institutions such as large businesses, large school districts, and large governmental agencies. IdeaTek seeks this Kansas Broadband Acceleration Grant funding to help bridge the rural broadband divide in the service areas defined here, and to resolve these concerns to provide long term fiber upgrade paths for broadband access for generations to come.This proposal assists two primary needs in this region. One, it overlays 100mbps fixed wireless to provide rapid deployment for maximal coverage for very underserved households. These households often lack access to even mobile data or telephone coverage. Two, it deploys a fiber optic route connecting certain towers to high capacity services and provides a backbone for wireless scalability and as a basis for further fiber to the home investments in coming funding opportunities. 100mbps fixed wireless deployments are a reasonable alternative to fiber when timing and costs are a driving concern.  This solution from IdeaTek will resolve the service deficiencies (<25mbps download) identified in current FCC 477 coverage data as detailed in our application.
	1: This project includes coverage of 100mbps high-speed wireless in unserved portions of McPherson County.   Fiber backhaul will be installed to the towers to provide for further fiber improvements in future projects and tower scalability.   

	Text1: 
	1: We are proposing the installation of three new wireless towers with the most up to date technology, which provides the customer with 100mbps  high-speed, reliable wireless connectivity. With these upgrades and new towers, we anticipate to be able to serve 400 underserved residents, and 4 underserved businesses. 
	0: Rural areas have often been overlooked by large incumbent providers such as CenturyLink and AT&T. The COVID-19 pandemic forcing people to be fully dependent for school and work on their home network, amplified the glaring disparities in rural residential internet networks. Without additional funding, these low density, low anchor institution areas, would not fit a traditional business case of internet providers. Therefore, without the State's help, these rural areas will be left behind where people will be forced to relocate away from rural areas just to live in the modern world. Rural Kansas doesn't need more population and economic drain. Reliable, fast connectivity provides opportunities that otherwise aren’t available--workforce productivity, new eCommerce businesses, furthering education and a boost in overall quality of life. This project will provide residents and businesses the opportunity for prosperity, growth, and connection to the world they wouldn’t otherwise be afforded.

	Text2: Making this significant infrastructure investment now will benefit students, workers, businesses and families for years to come. More importantly, this investment will provide robust connectivity and protection needed for potential new impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic as well as create long term positive impacts in economic development, business and agricultural investment, increased property values, and housing expansion.  Living rural shouldn’t mean you have to live with less and IdeaTek, together with local partners and the State have the opportunity to close the rural connectivity divide.  


